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Stochastic Dominance 2006-08-25 this book is devoted to investment decision making under
uncertainty the book covers three basic approaches to this process the stochastic dominance
approach the mean variance approach and the non expected utility approach focusing on prospect
theory and its modified version cumulative prospect theory each approach is discussed and compared in
addition this volume examines cases in which stochastic dominance rules coincide with the mean
variance rule and considers how contradictions between these two approaches may occur
Under His Dominance 2021-10-26 from exciting romance author jasmine hill a dark and deadly dark
romance story can he keep her forever under his dominance asmodeus is the archdemon of lust ever since
he became a fallen angel he s been walking the earth inciting and encouraging lust and lechery amongst
mankind in his guise of barrett lord he rules over an empire of clubs that cater to the lustful urges
and fetishes of humans when he spots arianell monroe at his annual halloween party he determines to
have her her angelic beauty and innocence are too much for him to ignore he wants to take her purity
as his own corrupt her and ruin her for any other man and he s going to start by introducing her to his
private bdsm dungeon arianell is fascinated by bdsm but her shyness coupled with the reactions others
have had to her albinism has kept her from exploring her curiosity but something about barrett lord
puts her instantly at ease she s immediately attracted to the powerful and dominant club owner and
finds herself quickly sucked into his heady orbit she naturally submits to his commanding alpha
presence and sexual dominance but determines to set her heart and head against him even she knows that
he s not the sort of man who will commit to anything arianell is special and asmodeus wants to keep
her but to do so he ll have to risk everything will she agree to his plans or will he lose her forever
Abuse of Dominance in EU Competition Law 2017-02-24 granting rebates to a customer or refusing
to supply a competitor are examples of ordinary commercial practices which become abusive under
article 102 of the treaty on the functioning of the eu tfeu when carried out by dominant firms this
topical book provides an up to date account of the emerging trends in the enforcement and
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interpretation of this provision at both the eu and national level
Chinese Local Elites and Patterns of Dominance 2018-04-20 this important volume affords a
panoramic view of local elites during the dramatic changes of late imperial and republic china eleven
specialists present fresh detailed studies of subjects ranging from cultivated upper gentry to
twentieth century militarists from wealthy urban merchants to village leaders in the introduction
and conclusion the editors reassess the pioneering gentry studies of the 1960s draw comparisons to
elites in europe and suggest new ways of looking at the top people in chinese local social systems
chinese local elites and patterns of dominance lays the foundation for future discussions of chinese
elites and provides a solid introduction for non specialists essays are by stephen c averill lenore
barkan lynda s bell timothy brook prasenjit duara edward a mccord william t rowe keith schoppa
david strand rubie s watson and madeleine zelin this title is part of uc press s voices revived program
which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest
minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes
high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this
title was originally published in 1990
Dominance in Dogs 2011 you may have read books or seen tv shows that tell you that your dog will
seek to dominate you your family members and other pets unless you become the alpha and put him in his
place the theory is that since dogs evolved from wolves and wolves supposedly form packs with
strict pecking orders and battle each other to become the pack leader your dog will do the same
within your household in this new us edition author barry eaton separates out the facts from the
fiction regarding dominance in pet dogs presenting the reader with the results of recent research into
the behavior of wolves and the impacts of selective breeding on the behavior of dogs the results may
surprise you and will surely inform you
Dominant Political Parties and Democracy 2010-06-10 this book examines dominant parties in both
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established democracies and new democracies and explores the relationship between dominant parties
and the democratic process bridging existing literatures the authors analyse dominant parties at
national and sub national district and intra party levels and take a fresh look at some of the classic
cases of one party dominance the book also features methodological advances in the study of
dominant parties through contributions that develop new ways of conceptualizing and measuring one
party dominance combining theoretical and empirical research and bringing together leading experts in
the field including hermann giliomee and kenneth greene this book features comparisons and case studies
on japan canada germany mexico italy france and south africa this book will be of interest to
students and scholars of political science democracy studies comparative politics party politics and
international studies specialists
Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other Animals 2017-01-05 dominance and aggression in
humans and other animals the great game of life examines human nature and the influence of evolution
genetics chemistry nurture and the sociopolitical environment as a way of understanding how and
why humans behave in aggressive and dominant ways the book walks us through aggression in other
social species compares and contrasts human behavior to other animals and then explores specific
human behaviors like bullying abuse territoriality murder and war the book examines both individual
and group aggression in different environments including work school and the home it explores common
stressors triggering aggressive behaviors and how individual personalities can be vulnerable to or
resistant to these stressors the book closes with an exploration of the cumulative impact of human
aggression and dominance on the natural world reviews the influence of evolution genetics
biochemistry and nurture on aggression explores aggression in multiple species including insects fish
reptiles birds and mammals compares human and animal aggressive and dominant behavior examines
bullying abuse territoriality murder and war includes nonaggressive behavior in displays of respect
and tolerance highlights aggression triggers from drugs to stress discusses individual and group
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behavior including organizations and nations probes dominance and aggression in religion and politics
translates the impact of human behavior over time on the natural world
Dominance Without Hegemony 1997 what is colonialism and what is a colonial state ranajit guha
points out that the colonial state in south asia was fundamentally different from the metropolitan
bourgeois state which sired it the metropolitan state was hegemonic in character and its claim to
dominance was based on a power relation in which persuasion outweighed coercion conversely the
colonial state was non hegemonic and in its structure of dominance coercion was paramount indeed
the originality of the south asian colonial state lay precisely in this difference a historical paradox
it was an autocracy set up and sustained in the east by the foremost democracy of the western
world it was not possible for that non hegemonic state to assimilate the civil society of the
colonized to itself thus the colonial state as guha defines it in this closely argued work was a
paradox a dominance without hegemony dominance without hegemony had a nationalist aspect as well
this arose from a structural split between the elite and subaltern domains of politics and the
consequent failure of the indian bourgeoisie to integrate vast areas of the life and consciousness of
the people into an alternative hegemony that predicament is discussed in terms of the nationalist
project of anticipating power by mobilizing the masses and producing an alternative historiography in
both endeavors the elite claimed to speak for the people constituted as a nation and sought to
challenge the pretensions of an alien regime to represent the colonized a rivalry between an aspirant
to power and its incumbent this was in essence a contest for hegemony
Theatre and Cultural Struggle under Apartheid 2017-06-15 in this book south african performer
and activist robert mshengu kavanagh reveals the complex and conflicting interplay of class nation
and race in south african theatre under apartheid evoking an era when theatre itself became a political
battleground kavanagh displays how the struggle against apartheid was played out on the stage as
well as on the streets kavanagh s account spans three very different areas of south african theatre
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with the author considering the merits and limitations of the multi racial theatre projects created by
white liberals the popular commercial musicals staged for black audiences by emergent black
entrepreneurs and the efforts of the black consciousness movement to forge a distinctly african form
of revolutionary theatre in the 1970s the result is a highly readable pioneering study of the theatre
at a time of unprecedented upheaval diversity and innovation with kavanagh s cogent analysis
demonstrating the subtle ways in which culture and the arts can become an effective means of
challenging oppression
Domination and Lordship 2011-02-21 this book discussed the processes by which the gaelic kingdom of
alba established its mastery over the lesser kingdoms of northern mainland britain and transformed
itself into a state recognisable as scotland
1871 Adelaide Restores Its Dominance and Competes With Port Adelaide 2017-04-27 this book asks
why dominant political parties emerge in some authoritarian regimes but not in others focusing on
russia s experience under putin
The Origins of Dominant Parties 2008-10-27 this is a path breaking study by leading scholars of
comparative politics examining the internal transformations of dominant parties in both authoritarian
and democratic settings the principle question examined in this book is what happens to dominant
political parties when they lose or face the very real prospect of losing using country specific case
studies top rank analysts in the field focus on the lessons that dominant parties might learn from
losing and the adaptations they consequently make in order to survive to remain competitive or to
ultimately re gain power providing historical based comparative research on issues of theoretical
importance political transitions in dominant party systems will be invaluable reading for students
and scholars of comparative politics international politics and political parties
Political Transitions in Dominant Party Systems 2016 with contributions from an international
team of leading experts this volume offers new ways to explore and measure language dominance
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Language Dominance in Bilinguals 2005-01-01 market dominance encompassing single firm dominance
overt and tacit collusion mergers and vertical restraints raises many complex analytical and policy
issues all of which continue to be the subject of theoretical research and policy reform this second
edition of a popular and comprehensive text extends the arguments and combines an analysis of the
issues with a discussion of actual policy and case studies this new edition addresses the recent
fundamental changes in antitrust law especially in the uk and the eu and reviews some high profile and
controversial cases such as the boeing mcdonnell douglas merger and the microsoft monopoly the
author moves on to deal with several unresolved questions including the conflicts between trade and
antitrust policy the foreign take over of domestic assets and extra territorial claims made by certain
countries
Market Dominance and Antitrust Policy 2017-05-15 antitrust and competition law is a fast moving
area of law and the subject of extensive academic research the aim of this volume is to select articles
as tools for understanding how antitrust and competition law is applied to unilateral conduct
which is harmful to the consumer and to the competitiveness of the market the articles examine the
meaning of dominance and monopolisation and show that although legal and economic rules have been
developed to establish whether undertakings hold such strong market positions it is often difficult to
determine with certainty that the undertaking being investigated meets the threshold the various
debates on pricing and non pricing conduct are also represented as are the conflicts that have arisen
regarding the exercise of intellectual property rights by powerful undertakings particularly in the
context of the new economies the volume includes scholarly articles published on both sides of the
atlantic and enables a greater understanding of the application of antitrust and competition law
from the point of view of economics and politics
The Process of Political Domination in Ecuador 2022-12-06 what is the future of malaysia s former
dominant party the united malays national organisation or umno with the loss of government in the
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may 2018 general election ge14 after 61 years in government the party faces a different more
uncertain future it is grappling with its new role in the national political opposition and continued
questions about the leadership of former prime minister najib tun razak this collection is an expanded
edition of the original 2016 the end of umno it includes the original five essays including the foreword
by current foreign minister in the pakatan harapan government and former umno supreme council member
saifuddin abdullah as well as new post ge14 epilogue essays by each of the contributors john
funston clive kessler james chin and bridget welsh all prominent and established scholars studying
malaysian politics it also includes a new foreword by veteran umno leader tengku razaleigh hamzah
who contested for the party presidency in the june 2018 party elections the contributors in this
collection study developments in malaysia s dominant party the united malays national organisation
umno and discuss the question of whether umno is in fact at an end the answers to its future lie in
part with a better understanding of its past and present the authors draw attention to issues of
party identity leadership membership governance institutional change party financing internal divisions
and its relations with different communities and the public at large the new and expanded edition draws
attention to the factors that contributed to umno s loss of government in ge14 and potential steps
ahead not only does this book fill an important gap in the scholarly research on umno this book
offers different perspectives on the party s contemporary challenges this book aims to contribute to
understanding broaden public debate and stimulate further research on arguably one of malaysia s
most important political institutions
Dominance and Monopolization 2006-09-20 in a new interpretation of how and why the united states
went to war in vietnam the author challenges conventional wisdom about the origins of the war
arguing that u s policy decisions were shaped by an imbalance of military power favoring the u s over
the soviet union and china a factor that is also relevant to the current u s intervention in iraq
The End of Umno? Essays on Malaysia’s Former Dominant Party 2014-06-03 succint narrative
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biographies of every serving head of state or head of government covering some 200 countries and
territories each country section contains a brief explanation of its type of government and the
respective roles of the head of state the head of government and the legislature a listing of the most
recent heads of state and head of government with dates of office biographical profiles of the current
head of state and head of government and other recent incumbents of these positions who remain
significant and active political leaders and a photographic section with pictures of many of the
world s political leaders fully indexed by name date of taking office and source of authority
Perils of Dominance 2004-01-01 a prohibition of the abuse of dominance is an essential provision in
any country s competition law the purpose of such a prohibition is to protect competition where it is
potentially weakened by the presence of dominant market players if applied immoderately however this
prohibition is liable to seriously harm competition rather than protect it in this useful compilation
local practitioners and academics in twelve countries provide a detailed summary and analysis of the
application of their countries law in this area drawing on the experience of national competition
authorities in dealing with market dominance as well as a wide range of legislation administrative
regulations and case law nine eu member states are covered as are australia new zealand and the
united states although contributors were specifically asked not to compare their national
provisions with article 82 ec the book nevertheless provides useful insight on that article as well
national borderline cases of the kind described here help to clarify the application of article 82 ec
especially considering that the case law on this provision is often controversial dealing with
dominance is a useful reference tool for the application of the national counterparts to article 82
ec in europe and beyond and answers a basic practical need of both national and international
competition law practitioners this book can also be seen as an especially important contribution to
the comparative analysis of an increasingly crucial area of economic law
Profiles of People in Power 2014-04-10 honour violence and emotions in history is the first book to
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draw on emerging cross disciplinary scholarship on the study of emotions to analyse the history of
honour and violence across a broad range of cultures and regions written by leading cultural and
social historians from around the world the book considers how emotions particularly shame anger
disgust jealousy despair and fear have been provoked and expressed through culturally embedded and
historically specific understandings of honour the collection explores a range of contexts from 17th
century china to 18th century south africa and 20th century europe offering a broad and wide
ranging analysis of the interrelationships between honour violence and emotions in history this ground
breaking book will be of interest to all researchers studying the relationship between violence and the
emotions
Dealing with Dominance 2002-02-22 this study of russia s colonial expansion across the eurasian
steppe is a tremendously important contribution to the field of russian history valerie kivelson from
the decline of the mongol golden horde to the end of the 18th century the russian government expanded
its influence and power throughout its southern borderlands the process of incorporating these lands
and peoples into the russian empire was not only a military and political struggle but also a
cultural contest between the indigenous worlds of the steppe and russian imperial hegemony drawing
on sources and archival materials in russian and turkic languages michael khodarkovsky presents a
complex picture of the encounter between the russian authorities and native peoples a major
contribution to the comparative study of empires and frontiers no other work treats moscow s
colonial expansion to the south and east so competently russia
Honour, Violence and Emotions in History 2010-03-04 three questions surround the interpretation
and application of article 82 of the ec treaty what is its underlying purpose is it necessary to
demonstrate actual or likely anticompetitive effects on the market place when applying article 82
and how can dominant undertakings defend themselves against a finding of abuse instead of the usual
discussion of objectives liza lovdahl gormsen questions whether the commission s chosen objective of
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consumer welfare is legitimate while many community lawyers would readily accept and indeed
welcome the objective of consumer welfare this is not supported by case law the community courts
do not always favour consumer welfare at the expense of economic freedom this is important for
dominant undertakings ability to advance efficiencies and for understanding why the chicago and post
chicago school arguments cannot be injected into article 82
Russia's Steppe Frontier 2014-12-18 the growing disconnect between china s market oriented economy
with its emerging civil society and the brittle anacronistic and authoritarian state has given rise to
intense discussion and debate about political reform not only by western observers but also among
chinese intellectuals while some expect china s political reform to lead to democratization others
have proposed to strengthen the institution of single party rule and provide it with a solid legal base
this book brings the ongoing debate to life and explores the options for political reform offering the
perspectives of both western and chinese scholars it presents the controversial argument for building
a consultive rule of law regime as an alternative to liberal democracy it provides several critiques
of this thesis and then tests the thesis through empirical studies on the development of the rule of
law in china
A Principled Approach to Abuse of Dominance in European Competition Law 2002 in this closely
argued book dr ball is concerned to analyse the imaginative process of self understanding which
emerged as a characteristic feature of english romantic poetry and acquiring fresh creative force in
the victorian period has been transmitted to our own times as a determining principle of the
contemporary imagination dr ball relates her discussion to the distinction between the poet speaking
directly in his own voice and the impulse to dramatised utterance the two modes of poetic expression
conveniently summed up in keats s contrasting terms egotistical sublime and chameleon she shows how
these polar tendencies co exist fruitfully in the work of wordsworth coleridge byron shelley and
keats and from this standpoint supplies a coherent appreciation of the little regarded plays written
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by these poets turning to victorian critics and poets dr ball considers how the romantic inheritance
fared at their hands she sees in the poets notably tennyson arnold browning and hopkins a vital link by
which the romantic commitment to the agency of self consciousness has been carried forward to the
twentieth century and concludes with a brief sketch of the creative role of self exploration in t s
eliot and w b yeats
Debating Political Reform in China 1883 under article 102 tfeu dominant firms are allowed to
compete but only to the extent their market behaviour does not constitute an abuse needless to say
the wording of the article neither explains what an abusive restriction of competition is nor how such
a practice can be identified rather than developing a one size fits all test applicable to all forms of
market behaviour by dominant firms the european court of justice ecj and the general court ex court
of first instance have set out a system of tests for separate categories of conduct drawing on the
full range of the eu courts relevant case law this very useful book analyses the conditions that
must be fulfilled for a broad range of business practices to be deemed abusive within the meaning of
article 102 tfeu and also identifies the criteria that must be fulfilled for a practice to be objectively
justified the potentially abusive practices studied here as defined in the relevant case law include the
following predatory pricing margin squeezing exclusivity agreements loyalty rebates refusals to
supply to induce exclusivity secondary line price discrimination vexatious litigation acquisitions of
intellectual property rights iprs refusals to supply necessary inputs provision of storage equipment
on the condition of exclusive use selective above cost price cuts tying technological integration and
refusal to license iprs the author also contrasts the commission s decisional practice with the case
law assesses approaches under u s antitrust law to similar forms of conduct and incorporates
insights from economic theory this study greatly enhances our understanding of the distinction
between abusive conduct and lawful competition in the course of its clarification of the eu courts
responses to individual forms of market behaviour an overall approach to the identification of
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exclusionary abuses under article 102 tfeu begins to come into view apart from the important new
synthesis the work offers legal scholars there can be little doubt this book will prove a valuable
asset and even an inspiration to competition lawyers
Community Dominance and Political Modernisation 2014-01-13 the book offers a clear
authoritative and readable guide to the modern history of afghanistan this remote land made up of
many tribes and ethnic peoples on the borders of central asia became a focus of superpower rivalry
and international intrigue after the soviet invasion in 1979 this book shows how afghanistan s
traditional society has been profoundly shaken up in a cruelly destructive war causing the world s
biggest refugee problem and a chronic instability which threatens the wider region
Christian History in Its Three Great Periods 2010-11-15 greece sits at the center of a geopolitical
storm that threatens the stability of the european union to comprehend how this small country
precipitated such an outsized crisis it is necessary to understand how greece developed into a nation in
the first place enlightenment and revolution identifies the ideological traditions that shaped a
religious community of greek speaking people into a modern nation state albeit one in which antiliberal
forces have exacted a high price paschalis kitromilides takes in the vast sweep of the greek
enlightenment in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries assessing developments such as the translation
of modern authors into greek the scientific revolution the rediscovery of the civilization of classical
greece and a powerful countermovement he shows how greek thinkers such as voulgaris and korais
converged with currents of the european enlightenment and demonstrates how the enlightenment s
confrontation with church sanctioned ideologies shaped present day greece when the nation state
emerged from a decade long revolutionary struggle against the ottoman empire in the early nineteenth
century the dream of a free greek polity was soon overshadowed by a romanticized nationalist and
authoritarian vision the failure to create a modern liberal state at that decisive moment is at the
root of greece s recent troubles
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The Central Self 2016-07-27 why do we do the things we do why do we think the way we do why do
we think we are special why do we think we are rational why do we think we are the culmination of
evolution why do we behave the way we do why do we have war why do we have dictators why do
we have cults why do we have criminals why do we believe the things we do why do we believe in
astrology why do we believe in religion why are we the way we are why are we bipedal why are we
hairless why are we intelligent there are answers to all these whys that is what this book is all
about
Identifying Exclusionary Abuses by Dominant Undertakings under EU Competition Law 2013-11-01
against the backdrop of a more differentiated european union this book discusses the relationship
between differentiation and domination in the eu in relation to how it has been transformed through the
financial and refugee crises the covid 19 pandemic the russian invasion of ukraine and in general a more
volatile and less rule bound global context in doing so it assesses to what extent these
adaptations represent significant change generating new problems and challenges or on the other hand
providing an opportunity for new solutions or even signalling a new approach to governance that
can mitigate problems associated with domination differentiation is discussed not only from a legal
perspective but with special attention to structural and institutional arrangements which includes
patterns of path dependence and built in biases this book will be of key interest to scholars and
students of public sector crisis management international organisations and eu politics and studies
Afghanistan under Soviet Domination, 1964–91 2023-12-12 this volume focuses on two questions
why do people from one social group oppress and discriminate against people from other groups and
why is this oppression so mind numbingly difficult to eliminate the answers to these questions are
framed using the conceptual framework of social dominance theory social dominance theory argues
that the major forms of intergroup conflict such as racism classism and patriarchy are all basically
derived from the basic human predisposition to form and maintain hierarchical and group based systems
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of social organization in essence social dominance theory presumes that beneath major and sometimes
profound difference between different human societies there is also a basic grammar of social power
shared by all societies in common we use social dominance theory in an attempt to identify the elements
of this grammar and to understand how these elements interact and reinforce each other to produce
and maintain group based social hierarchy
Enlightenment and Revolution 2024-05-15 many authors have alluded to the unique nature of russia
s dual transition and its difficult task of simultaneously reforming its economy and polity but there
is in fact a third transition still far from completed that is of no less importance the need to
reconfigure central regional relations and to create a stable and viable form of federalism there are
vast economic demographic and political variations across the russian federation therefore an
understanding of regions and the causes and consequences of cross regional diversity is a vitally
important dimension of russian politics that should not be overlooked it is only by studying regional
level politics that we can gain a full understanding of the complexities of russia s protracted
transition this edited volume examines regional politics and centre regional relations over the period
2000 2010 including the most recent developments which have taken place under the new dual
leadership of medvedev and putin all eight chapters have been written by leading experts in the field of
russian politics in addition to chapters on regional elections parties regional governors and local
politics there are three chapters devoted to the important developments which are currently taking
place in the caucasus this book was published as a special issue of europe asia studies
Dominance and Delusion 2001-02-12 this book makes an important contribution to understanding the
ongoing political evolution of politics in sarawak it also provides a case study of the engagement of
a dominant state with social forces in a multi ethnic society prof harold crouch emeritus professor
department of political social change school of international political strategic studies australian
national university taking off from joel migdal s notions of the strongman politician strong society
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weak state and the state in society the author discusses how the federal government accomodates
taib mahmud s chief ministership over sarawak and how his long tenure is anchored in winning political
support from the sarawak muslim bumiputera community an insightful book on contemporary sarawak
politics prof francis loh kok wah school of social sciences universiti sains malaysia this volume will
go a long way in explaining why a single melanau family has been able to dominate sarawak politics
for the past four decades prof james chin head of school of arts and social sciences monash university
malaysia campus
Differentiation and Dominance in Europe’s Poly-Crises 2014-06-03 the most comprehensive study of
regional politics in oceania produced to date drawing on a range of interdisciplinary sources and
providing a systematic account of major issues facing the region this book will appeal to anyone
engaged in any aspect of regional studies in oceania and beyond
Social Dominance 2012 an in depth analysis of the key contribution made by the women members of this
important ruling family in maintaining and advancing the family s political landed economic social and
religious interests
Russian Regional Politics under Putin and Medvedev 2024-02-22 the liberalism trap identifies a
methodological problem in contemporary political theory focus on liberalism has become an
interpretive custom directing engagements with politics though scholars have long analysed the
meaning merits successes or failings of liberalism little attention is paid to how such preoccupations
shape the way we study political questions and texts evaluating the effects of these preoccupations
is what motivate the book to interrogate those effects philips turns to john stuart mill the so
called father of modern liberalism as she argues mill s canonical status as a liberal is habitually
substituted for his political arguments such that the now standard association of mill with
liberalism conditions how and why he is read offering a comparative reading of mill s proposals
concerning gender class and empire philips instead recovers a thinker motivated not by ideological
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certainties but by a politics of uncertainty in so doing she draws into view the complex strategies
that mill employs across his work on domestic and imperial questions strategies obscured by his
liberal mantle her recovery of mill s uncertain politics sets into relief the interpretive costs of
reading through liberalism that even the paradigmatic liberal is unduly constrained by this label
ought to give us pause taking a break from liberalism philips shows that we gain a more nuanced
account of mill s politics and critical and evaluative distance from our own customs of
interpretation with these interventions the liberalism trap integrates an innovative reading of a
canonical thinker with a methodological critique of interpretive practices in contemporary political
theory
Domination and Contestation 2021
Regional Politics in Oceania 2023
Aristocratic Women in Ireland, 1450-1660
Comparative Law Relating to Patents and Abuse of Dominance in Global Telecommunication Industry
The Liberalism Trap
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